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Abstract— Scheduling is the technique used for controlling the order of the job which is to be performed by a CPU of
a computer. The motive of scheduling is to engage the CPU at its maximum capacity and no process shall wait for
longer time and to finish the entire task in minimum possible time. In this paper, we discuss various types of
Scheduling algorithms and Compare their performance on terms of throughput and waiting time. The four basic type
of Scheduling are: First Come First Served (FCFS), Shortest Job First (SJF), Round Robin (RR) scheduling, &
Priority Based scheduling. All these algorithms have some drawback and have not been optimized. In this paper we
propose a Median based Time quantum based scheduling algorithm which is combination of SJF & RR where all the
jobs in the queue are first aligned as per their burst time in ascending order and them Round robin is applied for
improving the performance.
Keywords-Scheduling, FCFS Scheduling, Shortest Job First Scheduling, Round Robin Scheduling, Priority Based
Scheduling, Time quantum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling can be defined as a mechanism or a tool to control the execution of number of processes performed by a
computer. CPU is the most important of all the resources available in a computer system that are scheduled before use;
Multiprogramming is attained by efficient scheduling of the CPU. The basic idea is to keep the CPU busy as much as
possible by executing a process, and then switch to another process. The key to Multi- Programming is scheduling. The
Multi-Layer Queue (MLQ) scheduling partitions the queue into several Separate queues. Each queue has its own
scheduling Algorithm. Each process can be easily classified into Groups based on several properties of the process and
permanently assigned to one queue. In the MLFQ scheduling, the processes can be dynamically moved in different
queues. So processes that need a large amount of CPU time are sent to the low priority queues and process requiring less
amount of CPU and more other bounds are sent to high priority queues. [01]
The Scheduling performance can be analyzed on following criteria:
1. CPU utilization:-The maximum use of CPU when it is busy.
2. Throughput: - It is the number of processes that complete there execution per unit time.
3. Turnaround Time:-It is the amount needed for execution of a single process.
4. Waiting Time: - It is the amount of time a process waits in the ready queue.
5. Response Time:-This is the amount of time takes from when a request was submitted until the first response is
produced not output.
Scheduling can be divided into two categories.
1. Non preemptive: - A non preemptive scheduling algorithm picks a process to run and then just lets it run until
it blocks or until it voluntarily released by CPU, in other words it engages itself with the first task or job until
unless finished, for e.g. FCFS, SJF.
2. Preemptive:- in this type of scheduling execution of process may be preempted before the completion of the
burst time of process and some other process may starts its execution whose priority is higher than the first
arrived process in the CPU, for e.g. Round Robin, Priority Driven.
Let's take 10 processes that arrive at same time in the below given order and analysis their performance in various
scheduling (namely FCFS, SJF, RR & Priority) algorithms, with given priorities and time quantum of 9ms.
We have used MATLAB for above analysis and tried to attain maximum possible accurate results
TABLE I
List of Process with Burst time and Priority
Process CPU burst time(ms)
Priority
P1
34
9
P2
23
10
P3
11
8
P4
66
6
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P5
21
7
P6
56
5
P7
16
4
P8
9
1
P9
17
3
P10
29
2
II. First Come First Serve (Fcfs)
FCFS is a non preemptive scheduling algorithm. It uses First in- First out) FIFO strategy to assign the priority to
processes in the order, that is same as the request made by process for the processor. The process or job that requests the
CPU first is allocated the CPU first and other if in the queue has to wait until the CPU is free. All the later arriving jobs
are inserted into the tail (rear) of the ready queue and the process to be executed next is removed from the head (front) of
the queue and the control of current process is transferred to the CPU.
Gantt chart for above process as per FCFS is
P1 P2 P3
0

34

57

P4
68

P5

P6

134

155

P7

P8

211

P9

P10

227 236 253 282

Average waiting time= 1375/10=137.5ms
Turnaround time =burst time +waiting time
Average turnaround time = 1657/10=165.7 ms
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Fig 1:-Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Waiting Time for FCFS.
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Fig 2:- Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Turnaround Time for FCFS.

Drawback of FIFO can be observed as, the average time for waiting for purely FIFO system is very poor as seen in above
diagrams also, “a process with 9ms as burst time has waiting time of 230ms” especially for low burst time.
Let‟s take a case of implementing FIFO in Multitasking system. As we know in a multi-task system, several processes
are kept in the main memory and the CPU is kept active to run a process while the others are waiting. In case of FIFO
the multiple tasks will be waiting in the ready queue till the first job is over.
III. Shortest Job First (Sjf)
In SJF technique the shortest amongst the entire ready queue job is executed first rest all are preempted. The benefit if
this is that waiting time is minimal for the shorter jobs. The SJF is especially appropriate for the batch jobs for which the
run time are known in advance.
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Gantt chart for above process as per Non preemptive SJF is
P8 P3 P7 P
P5 P2 P10 P1 P6 P4
9
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53
74
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282
Average waiting time= 791/10=79.1ms
Average turn around time = 1082/10=108.2 ms

Fig 3:-Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Waiting Time for SJF.

Fig 4:-Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Turnaround Time for SJF.

Drawback of SJF algorithm is to know which incoming process is indeed shorter than another. This requires a separate
algorithm running for monitoring and sorting the jobs in real time. Also, long running jobs may starve, because the CPU
may have a good and steady supply of short jobs.
SJF has two variants, one as always known SJF and the other is LJF (longest Job First) [02].
IV. Round Robin Scheduling
In this approach a fixed time slot is defined before the execution of processes starts, which is a normally small unit of
time. In each time slice (quantum) the CPU executes the current process only up to the end of time slice. If that process is
having less burst time than the time slice then it is completed and is discarded from the queue and the next process in
queue is handled by CPU. However, if the process is not completed then it is halted (preempted) and is put at the end of
the queue and then the next process as per arrival time in line is addressed during the next time slice.
For this analysis we have assumed a time quantum of 9ms
Gantt chart:P1 P2 P3 P4
P5 P6 P7 P8
P9 P10
0 9 18 27 36
45 54 63
72 81 90
P1 P2 P3 P4
P5 P6 P7 P9 P10 P1
99 108 110 119 128 137 143 151 160 169
P2 P4 P5 P6 P10 P1 P4 P6 P10 P4
174 183 186 195
P6
P4
249

258

204 211 220 229 231 240
P6 P4 P6 P4
268

277 279 282

Average waiting time= 1555/10=155.5ms
Average turnaround time = 1837/10=183.7ms
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Fig 5:-Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Waiting Time for Round Robin.

Fig 6:-Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Turnaround Time for Round Robin.

Drawback of this method is that it slows down the short processes because they have to share the CPU time with other
processes instead of just finishing up quickly. Thus the critical issue with the RR policy is the length of the quantum. In
case it is too short, then the CPU will be spending more time on context switching or if too long then processes
demanding less CPU time will suffer.
V. Priority Based Scheduling
In Priority scheduling algorithm each process is assigned priority by either an outer agency or as per their system
requirements and as soon as each process hits the queue it is sorted in based on its priority so that process with higher
priority are dealt with first. In case two processes arrive with same priority in different order then they are executed in
FCFS order. The main advantage of Priority scheduling is that the important jobs can be finished first.
Gantt chart:P8 P10 P9
0
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Average waiting time= 1191/10=119.1ms
Average turnaround time = 1473/10=147.3ms
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Fig.7:- Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Waiting Time for Priority Scheduling
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Fig. 8:- Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Turnaround Time for Priority Scheduling.
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Drawback with Priority scheduling is when the operating system gives a particular task very low priority so it sits in
queue for a larger amount of time, not being dealt with by the CPU.
Mr. T. Funkhouser and Mr. P. Shilane in their paper used the priority scheduling for Database in which, they
introduce a priority-driven algorithm for searching all objects in a database at once. The algorithm is given a query object
and a database of target objects, all represented by sets of local shape features, and its goal is to produce a ranked list of
the best target objects sorted by how well any subset of k features on the query match features on the target object. To
achieve this goal, the system maintains a priority queue of potential sets of feature correspondences (partial matches)
sorted by a cost function accounting for both feature dissimilarity and geometric deformation. Initially, all pairwise
correspondences between the features of the query and features of target objects are loaded onto the priority queue. [05]
VI.Proposed Model
In this model we make a combination of two techniques of scheduling of scheduling namely SJF & Round Robin.
Here all the process in ready queue are arranged by CPU in ascending order of their burst time , then we find out the
Time Quantum using Median for ROUND ROBIN by below given formulas.
1. If n%2==0
Then TIME QUANTUM= Pn/2
where Pn is Burst time of Process No. n
2. Else
TIME QUANTUM= Pn/2+1
where Pn is Burst time of Process No. n
In case n process out of ready queue are executed then rest process are again arranged and again the burst time is
calculated.
Proposed Algorithms:
1. Enter the burst time of n process
2. Make a Copy of all burst time
3. for i=1:n(„Sort all Job in Ascending order‟)
for j=i:n
if(ct(j)>ct(j+1))
temp=ct(j);
ct(j)=ct(j+1);
ct(j+1)=temp;
end
end
end
4. z=mod(n,2);
5. if (z==0)
6.
k=n/2;
else
7.
r=n+1;
8.
k=r/2;
end
9. s=ct(k);
10. Calculate the maximum burst time
11. max=0;
for i=1:n
if (ct(i)>max)
max=bt(i);
k=i;
end
end
12. Execute the process using the calculated time quantum and sorted queue
13. while(max>=0)
for p=1:n
if(ct(p)~=0)
w(p)=w(p)+(t-lat(p));
if(ct(p)>=s)
ct(p)=ct(p)-s;
t=t+ s;
else
t=t+ ct(p);
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ct(p)=0;
end
if(ct(p)==0)
ta(p)=t;
end
lat(p)=t;
end
p=mod(p+1,n);
% m=m+1;
end
max=max-s;
end
14. Calculate Average waiting time
15. Calculate average Turn Around time
As per the proposed algorithm the Gantt for execution of above used sample processes is follows
Time quantum for above process after SJF is as follows
N=10;
So N/2=5
TQ=Burst time of (P5)
So TQ= 21 for all the process
Gantt chart:P8 P3 P7 P9 P5 P2 P10 P1 P6 P4
0

9
P2

20 36 53 74 95 116 137 158 179
P10 P1 P6 P4 P6 P4 P4

179 181 189 202 223 244 258 279

292

Average waiting time= 1022/10=102.2 ms
Average turnaround time =1304/10=130.4ms

Fig. 9:- Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Waiting Time for Proposed Algorithm

Fig.10:- Graph representation of The Performance of the Process between Burst Time and Turnaround Time for Proposed Algorithm

VI.COMPARISON OF PROPSED ALGORITHM WITH EXISTING TECHNIQUES
The proposed is compared with the existing techniques of scheduling on following parameter:
1. CPU Engagement
2. Throughput time
3. Turnaround time
4. Waiting time
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And detailed analysis has been done for the same so that the performance of all the five techniques can be analyzed using
MATLAB as per the stats of Processes given in Table 1.
Below given Table 2 gives the detailed analysis of performance of all the five techniques
Table 2
Comparison of various scheduling Algorithms on the basis of experiments done
Schedulin
g
algorithm

CPU
Engageme
nt

Through
put

FCFS

High

Low

SJF

RR

Priority

Proposed
Algorithm

Medium

High

High

High

High

Medium

Low

High

Turnaroun
d time
(Total TAT
in ms)

Waiting
Time
(Total
WT in
ms)

High

High

(1657)

(1375)

Medium

Low

(1082)

(791)

High

High

(1845)

(1563)

High

Medium

(1473)

(1191)

Medium

Low

(1304)

(1022)

Figure 11: Graph Showing Comparison of various scheduling Algorithms on the basis of experiments done

VII. Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed about scheduling and then various types of scheduling. We also generate a time
quantum based scheduling algorithm in which we merge SJF and round robin scheduling algorithm. A comparison
of various types of algorithms is also shown with practical implementation using MATLAB.
By this experimental setup we have been able to do statistical analysis of the performance of all the four basic
scheduling algorithms, and then compare other scheduling algorithm with time quantum based scheduling algorithm
we analyze that the performance of time quantum based scheduling algorithm is better than that of other four
scheduling algorithm.
As shown in above Figure 11 and Table 2 the proposed algorithm has following benefits over all other scheduling
algorithm except SJF
1. Low Turn Around Time
2. Low Waiting Time.
3. More CPU engagement
4. Less waiting time for any process
5. High Throughput
Even though Time Quantum based algorithm is having lesser efficiency than SJF but, in case of SJF Process
demanding high CPU time are supposed to wait for a longer duration, while in proposed Time quantum based
algorithms by sacrificing small time we are able to engage all the processes. The drawback of Time quantum over
SJF can further also be improved in further research.
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VIII Future Work
In future a dynamic time quantum based scheduling algorithm can be designed which will involve both SJF and round
robin with dynamic time quantum and will also be using dynamic time quantum for ready queue, where time quantum
will be calculated every time a process enters or exits the queue. One may be able to increase the Performance,
Throughput and decrease the Turnaround Time by above solution.
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